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Abstract. The light from one single frequency cw laser was employed in a double saturation spectroscopy
experiment to record high resolution spectra of 129I2 and
127I129I together with spectra of 127I2 which is
used as a simultaneous frequency reference. Two separate saturation spectroscopy set ups were used. The
frequencies of lines of 129I2 and
127I129I were determined with respect to lines of 127I2. More than 380
frequency differences between lines of 127I2 and of the other isotopomers have been included in the data
set. By a direct potential fit a precise description of the potential energy curves of the B and the X state
and of effective Born-Oppenheimer correction functions valid for all three isotopomers of I2 are given.
PACS. 33.15.Pw Fine and hyperfine structure – 33.20.-t Molecular spectra – 33.20.Kf Visible spectra
1 Introduction
The B3Π0+u - X
1Σ+g spectrum of the iodine molecule has
long been employed as a frequency reference. The simplic-
ity of just using a room temperature cell filled with iodine
vapor for observation of spectra together with a proper
laser source and the high density of lines in the spectrum
led to many applications of laser stabilization to iodine ab-
sorption lines. Several of those lines are recommended as
secondary frequency standards [1]. Additionally, system-
atic measurements of frequencies of iodine lines were per-
formed by various laboratories, either in the form of spec-
tral atlases [2,3] or in the form of tables of selected lines
of vibrational bands (see e.g. [4–6]). Moreover, many mea-
surements of selected iodine lines have been contributed
by various authors. For a more complete list of papers be-
fore 2004 on measurements of iodine lines, see reference [7]
and references therein. The precision of the transition fre-
quencies is very high, a few lines have sub-MHz accuracy
and more than 1500 have an accuracy in the range of a
few MHz.
Thus this very precise data set is attractive for in-
vestigating small contributions to the molecular binding
energies, like e.g. breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer ap-
 Data set, parameters for the upper state potential, param-
eters for the ground state potential are available in electronic
form at www.epj.org
a e-mail: knoeckel@iqo.uni-hannover.de
proximation, which is accounted for as additional terms in
the Schrödinger equation [8].
The structure of the iodine B-X spectrum was mod-
eled by Gerstenkorn and Luc [9] with a Dunham parame-
ter approach based on the frequencies of the lines in their
atlases. Extensive Fourier-transform laser induced fluores-
cence spectra were taken and modeled in Dunham based
descriptions by Cerny et al. [10] for the three isotopomers
127I2, 129I2 and 127I129I. However, the width of the lines
was determined by the resolution of the Fourier-transform
spectrometer, thus the precision was limited to a few times
10−3 cm−1, and did not allow them to quantify effects of
breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.
High precision model descriptions of the B3Π0+u -
X1Σ+g spectrum have been proposed in previous pa-
pers [7,11,12], based on data of own investigations in the
near infrared spectral region and on data from the litera-
ture. The task of accurately modeling the Doppler-free io-
dine spectrum has two distinct aspects. In addition to the
electronic and rovibrational structure the iodine lines ex-
hibit hyperfine structure. Models for the latter have been
proposed [11] and were refined using new data of the other
isotopomers in [12], yielding precise and concise formulas
representing the dependence of the hyperfine parameters
on the vibrational and rotational quantum numbers for
127I2, which are valid for the other two isotopomers as
well. For the rovibronic structure a global model descrip-
tion based on directly fitted potential energy curves was
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used in [7]. There it turned out that for a precise model-
ing of the transition frequencies, also Born-Oppenheimer
correction (BOC) functions for adiabatic and nonadia-
batic corrections had to be included in the Hamiltonian
which determines the level energies involved in the optical
transitions.
However, while the nonadiabatic centrifugal distortion
correction (also called nonadiabatic BOC) can in principle
be derived from one isotopomer alone, provided that data
of a sufficiently large span of rotational lines are available,
the adiabatic BOC can in principle only be determined
when data of more than one isotopomer are included.
At the time when this model was developed, only six
very precise transition frequencies from saturation spec-
troscopy for 129I2 and only one for 127I129I existed in the
literature [1]. Despite their high precision, this information
about isotopic effects was not sufficient for a satisfactory
determination of the complete BOC. Thus it was not clear
at the end of [7], how reliable the BOC functions would be,
especially because a comparison of the expectation values
of the nonadiabatic BOC calculated with the vibrational
eigenfunctions did not agree well with the experimentally
determined gJ factors (see Sect. 4 of [7]).
With the very precise data on the iodine B-X system
we have in principle a data set with which one can inves-
tigate how precisely the BOC parameters can be evalu-
ated for such a heavy system. However, to that end more
data of high accuracy from other isotopomers are nec-
essary. Therefore, a joint effort between VU Amsterdam
and Leibniz University of Hannover undertook to mea-
sure a substantial amount of transition frequencies for the
homonuclear isotopomer 129I2 and the mixed one 127I129I.
Here we report on the rovobronic transition frequencies
of these measurements. In Section 2 we describe the ex-
perimental procedure applied. In Section 3 details of the
measurements and in Section 4 details of the evaluation
procedure are presented. In Section 5 we discuss the model
fit and its results. A conclusion will summarize the “take
home message” of the paper.
2 Experimental
A schematic layout of the experimental setup is shown in
Figure 1. A stabilized, tunable cw ring-dye-laser (Spectra
Physics 380D) is used as the common radiation source.
The dye laser is operated with Rhodamine 6G dye to ac-
cess the wavelength range from 573 nm to 583 nm, while
Rhodamine B dye is used for the range 610 nm to 615 nm
and for some measurements near 633 nm.
Two distinct saturated absorption setups allow for the
simultaneous recording of the spectra obtained from a va-
por cell containing the isotopomers 129I2 and 127I129I to-
gether with that of the main isotopomer 127I2 in another
cell. By means of this double saturation setup, the spec-
tra of the isotopomers 129I2 and 127I129I can be referred
to the 127I2 resonances that have been measured at high
accuracy before [4,5]. With reference to this spectrum, the
data on the 129I containing species can be calibrated on a
relative scale and on an absolute scale as well.
Fig. 1. Scheme of the experimental setup. It consists of two
parallel saturation spectroscopy measurements on two distinct
vapor cells. One cell contains about 85% of 129I and about 15%
of 127I, giving rise to spectra of 129I2 (and
127I129I and weak
127I2). The other cell contains pure
127I2. The positions of the
129I2 and
127I129I resonances are determined with respect to
the position of 127I2 lines by means of a HeNe-stabilized étalon
used as a ruler.
A 10-cm vapor cell containing 100% 127I2 is used in one
of the saturation setups, identical to the one used in the
previous studies discussed in references [4,5]. Differential
absorption by two probe beams is monitored, while one
of them is crossed at a slight angle (<7 mrad) with the
saturation beam, leading to a contribution to the Doppler
width of about 2.5 MHz. The saturating beam is mod-
ulated by a mechanical chopper at around 700 Hz and
lock-in signal detection is employed. The 127I2 cell is used
at room temperature, corresponding to a vapor pressure
of about 27 Pa [13].
A 5-cm cell containing mainly 129I and a small amount
of 127I is used in the other saturation setup. The pump-
offset saturation spectroscopy technique [14,15] is applied
to maximize the signal detection sensitivity. The first-
order diffraction beam from an acousto-optic modulator
(AOM) shifted by +75 MHz is used as the saturating
beam. As a consequence of the 75-MHz frequency offset of
the saturating beam with respect to the probe beams, the
saturation resonances are shifted by 37.5 MHz from the
real line positions [14,15] to lower frequencies of the laser.
Differential absorption signals were acquired, with one of
the probe beams overlapped collinearly with the saturat-
ing beam. A 50-kHz modulation was imposed on the am-
plitude of the saturating beam and the saturation signal
is retrieved by lock-in detection. The inherent sensitivity
of the pump-offset technique combined with the fast mod-
ulation of the AOM results in a high detection sensitivity.
With such a scheme, we could also detect the strong tran-
sitions of the 127I2 molecules that are present, but only in
trace amounts, inside this cell. These weak 127I2 signals
are compared to those obtained from the parallel 127I2
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Fig. 2. Typical spectra recorded while tuning
the laser frequency. Trace (a) corresponds to
the setup with a cell containing natural iodine,
which is composed of 100% of 127I. Trace (b)
corresponds to the 129I2 cell. With its content
of few % of 127I also lines of 127I129I appear,
and moreover, weak lines of 127I2. The lines
of trace (b) are shifted by 37.5 MHz to lower
frequencies due to the AOM frequency of 75
MHz. The lower trace (c) shows marker peaks
from the stabilized étalon, which is used for
interpolation of frequency differences.
saturation setup in order to check for possible frequency
shifts between the two saturation setups.
A wave meter is used to coarsely tune the laser to the
resonances. Difference frequency measurements are car-
ried out by employing the transmission peaks of a cal-
ibrated 50-cm Fabry-Perot étalon. The étalon tempera-
ture and pressure is stabilized and its length is actively
locked to the wavelength of a Zeeman-stabilized He-Ne
laser. The étalon free spectral range FSR is measured at
the start of every measurement session, and has a typical
value of 148.96(1) MHz with small day-to-day variations.
For the absolute frequency calibration of the 129I2 and
127I129I lines a nearby 127I2 line was chosen as reference
which had been measured previously in references [4,5].
Since the largest separation was less than thirty étalon
fringes, this procedure results in a 1 MHz uncertainty of
frequency differences.
3 Measurements
With the goal to cover as many rovibronic bands as pos-
sible in the ranges available by the tuning range of the
dye laser we observed simultaneously saturated absorption
spectra from both setups. In different periods of measure-
ments ranges around 633 nm, from 615 to 610 nm, and
from 583 to 573 nm were chosen. The hyperfine struc-
tures of lines of rovibronic bands for v′′ ranging from 0
to 5, for v′ ranging from 9 to 20, and J ′′ ranging from
23 to 128 were recorded for all three isotopomers. An ex-
ample of such recorded spectra is given in Figure 2. The
upper trace (a) shows the saturation spectrum from the
frequency reference setup with the 127I2 cell. The middle
trace (b) shows that for the 129I cell. In the lowest trace
the frequency markers from the reference cavity are shown.
The individual frequency sweeps were selected such that
in each scan at least one hyperfine component with an
absolute frequency already known from [4,5] was located.
Thus an absolute frequency calibration of the recorded
spectra is easily possible. A relative frequency scale was
established from the markers of the Fabry-Pérot cavity
applying a spline fit and a linearisation procedure to the
series of markers. After that this relative scale was con-
verted to an absolute one by linking it to one of the hyper-
fine components known with high accuracy. For the record
of Figure 2 e.g., the lowest frequency hyperfine component
a1 (sometimes also called ‘t’ component) of the line P(72)
(11–3) served as the calibration line for the absolute fre-
quency.
For obtaining the pure rovibronic transition frequen-
cies, first the hyperfine structure was fitted and the hyper-
fine-free transition frequency determined from the fit. The
details of the hyperfine structure models have been dis-
cussed in [12] and will not be repeated here. For more
information about the hyperfine structure fits of the dif-
ferent isotopomers, taking into account a residual Doppler
background and absorption in the case of the longer 127I2
cell, the reader is referred to that paper.
From such evaluation on a relative frequency scale the
absolute calibration of the frequencies of the lines of all
isotopomers is possible. However, frequency differences be-
tween lines are more precise because only the uncertainty
coming from the calibration of the stabilized reference cav-
ity has to be taken into account, while for an absolute
calibration the uncertainty of the reference line also must
be accounted for. Therefore, in most cases we determined
difference frequencies of 129I2 and 127I129I with respect
to chosen lines of 127I2 from the other setup. Such differ-
ences were corrected for the systematic shift of 37.5 MHz
of the spectra from the different setups due to the use
of the AOM. In order to detect other possible system-
atic shifts between the different setups, we verified this
procedure for the shifts of lines of the main isotopomer
127I2 in cases where its lines could be identified in spectra
recorded in the setup for the other isotopomers. The typ-
ical uncertainty of the absolute calibration by 127I2 lines
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Fig. 3. Data field in terms of the upper vibrational and rota-
tional quantum numbers of the transitions of the isotopomers
of I2. Crosses mark the data of
129I2, while dots mark data of
the mixed isotopomer 127I129I. The vibrational quantum num-
bers of the ground state levels range from v′′ = 0 to v′′ = 5.
is 1 MHz (1σ). The residual uncertainty of the frequency
differences is mainly determined by some uncorrected non-
linearities or non-uniformity of the laser scan between two
markers, which cannot be detected due to the marker
separation and which is left after the computerized lin-
earisation procedure; it is assumed to be not larger than
1.5 MHz.
Altogether more than 290 difference frequencies for
129I2 and more than 90 difference frequencies for 127I129I
were acquired. An overview of the quantum number range
in the upper state is shown in Figure 3. The crosses mark
data for the homonuclear isotopomer 129I2, while the dots
give the data field for the mixed 127I129I. Vibrational
quantum numbers for the lower state range from v′′ = 0
to v′′ = 5. The data for the main isotopomer 127I2 span
the range of vibrational quantum numbers 0 ≤ v′ ≤ 43 for
the upper and 0 ≤ v′′ ≤ 17 for the lower state.
4 Modeling of the spectra
The observed spectra will be modeled as in our recent
paper [7], with the physical approach of describing each
electronic state directly by a potential, and the energies
of the levels being determined as the eigenvalues of the
Schrödinger equation solved with these potentials. The
potentials are represented in a parametrized form involv-
ing parameters which are fitted. We will model the case of
single state (Born-Oppenheimer) potentials, allowing only
for the lowest order corrections of the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation. The data range is selected such that lo-
cal perturbations by other electronic states, which are
known to occur close to the dissociation limits [16–18] of
the ground or excited state, are kept outside the selected
energy ranges. For the levels of the B state which are in
the region of known predissociation caused by the repul-
sive 1Πu state crossing the B state [19–21], we neglect any
local effect of level shifts. The levels in the data set are
from high resolution experimental observations and the
observed spectra showing narrow lines and regular inten-
sities in the hyperfine patterns certify that the degree of
predissociation should be small enough that such shifts
will be absorbed in the present single state model within
the presently obtainable precision.
Several representations of the potentials in such di-
rect potential fits have been proposed in the literature,
like e.g. the expanded Morse oscillator [22] or modified
Lennard-Jones potential [23]. These were developed to de-
scribe the whole potential from short to large internuclear
separations in a single expression which can be designed
so that also the asymptotic behavior at large internuclear
distance is described correctly (see e.g. [24]). Other ap-
proaches like the spline interpolated numerical potential
by Pashov et al. [25] use a flexible spline based represen-
tation for the range of intermediate nuclear distances for
which data are available, and apply smoothly analytical
extensions for the short and long range parts which are
not supported by data.
We will follow here our previous approach in [7] and use
potentials in the so-called “X-representation”. The poten-
tial is composed of three sections. The central well, which
will determine the energy eigenvalues of the observed lev-











The parameters ai are adjusted in a fit, R is the internu-
clear distance and Rm is an arbitrarily chosen expansion
center close to the equilibrium nuclear distance of the elec-
tronic state. The parameter b allows us to vary the non-
linear mapping function X(R), and is adjusted only once
for a best fit of the potential representation (1) to the
potential to start with.
Sufficiently far out of the range of internuclear dis-
tances in which the potential is determined by experimen-
tal data, the intermediate potential is continued to smaller
and to larger internuclear distances by physically appro-
priate extension functions. For the inner branch R < RI ,
RI being the joining abscissa with the intermediate part,
an exponential
V (R) = AI exp(−BI(R − RI)) (3)
is used. The parameters AI and BI are adjusted to give
a smooth and differentiable connection at RI after each
modification of the central part of the potential. The outer
branch at R > RO, RO being the joining point with the
intermediate part, is extended with functions representing
dispersion interactions





− AO exp(−BO(R − RO)). (4)
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Table 1. Potential data of the upper state B3Π
0+u
and lower state X1Σ+g and of the BOC functions α(R) and Vad(R) for the
reference isotopomer 127I2.
Parameter Upper state B0+u Lower state X
1Σ+g





























































































−1] 20150.317 [27] 12547.340 [27]
C5 [cm
−1Å5] 0.3161E+06 [28] –
C6 [cm
−1Å6] 0.1506E+07 [28] 0.148E+07 [26]
C8 [cm
−1Å8] 0.2480E+08 [28] 0.386E+08 [26]
C10 [cm
−1Å10] 0.4200E+09 [28] 0.10E+09 [26]
Range of turning points
of data set [Å] 2.650–4.589 2.427–3.079
Re(




* no parameter included in fit, see text.
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The parameters De and Cn are taken from literature [26–
28], and the same values are taken for all isotopomers.
This is justified because this part of the long range exten-
sion is far enough from the levels determined by the data
that small changes like the atomic isotope shift do not in-
troduce significant changes of the eigenvalues in the cen-
tral part RI ≤ R ≤ RO of the potential within the present
accuracy. The numerical values so determined are given in
Table 1. The exponential term is used to insure smooth-
ness and differentiability at the connection RO, and its
parameters are adjusted accordingly after each modifica-
tion of the central part of the potential. Thus, it does not
have a physical meaning of an exchange term.
Small energy contributions which are neglected
within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation (“Born-
Oppenheimer corrections”, BOC) are considered because
of the very accurate data. A complete set of BOC would
include an adiabatic correction Vcorr of the potential,
a nonadiabatic correction term α(R) in the rotational
Hamiltonian and a nonadiabatic contribution β(R) to the
kinetic energy operator. For a homonuclear molecule these
corrections depend on the ratio meµ of the electron mass
me and the reduced mass µ of the molecule. Watson [8,29]
showed, that only two of these corrections can be de-
termined simultaneously. Moreover, due to the mass de-
pendence the contributions by β are expected to be very
small [30]. Thus we chose β = 0 in our approach; contri-
butions of it will be absorbed in effective BOC functions
Vcorr(R) and α(R), and the effective Hamiltonian for the
radial motion is written as [7,29,30]:





+ V (R) + Vcorr(R)
+

2[1 + α(R)]J(J + 1)
2µR2
. (5)
For both Vcorr and α we employ functions of the internu-













i, i = 0, 1, 2, ... (7)
and











i, i = 0, 1, 2, ... (9)
with µref being the reduced mass of the selected refer-
ence isotope 127I2 and l being the power of R in the leading
term of the dispersion interaction of equation (4). The adi-
abatic correction Vcorr(R) can only be determined if data
of different isotopic species of the molecule are included.
This ansatz should consider the asymptotic behaviour of
the correction Vcorr = Vcorr(B) − Vcorr(X) such that it
asymptotically corresponds to the atomic isotope shift [31]
of the 2P1/2–2P3/2 transition of iodine. However, to our
knowledge this isotope shift is not yet known experimen-
tally, but it is expected to be small because the transition
is only due to a change in the fine structure level. Thus
here we force the asymptotic value of Vcorr to zero at in-
finity. The influence of this choice on the eigenvalues is
negligibly small as the energies of the highest levels de-
scribed with the model are still far from the dissociation
energy. For the adiabatic and the nonadiabatic corrections
the representations of equations (7)–(9) were used for the
full range of R without any extensions such as those for
the potential function model.
During the fit the eigenvalues for the lower and the up-
per levels are calculated for each optical transition using
the Numerov method [32] with the respective potentials,
and their difference “cal” is subtracted from the measured
frequency “obs”. The parameters ai, αi and vi are ad-









∆obsj is the uncertainty of the experimental value. The
fitting strategies for this nonlinear problem are provided
by the MINUIT program package [33].
5 Results and discussion
Some frequency differences between 127I2 lines were also
derived from the new recordings and included in the data
set, and moreover, the recent absolute frequency measure-
ments of the P(62) line of the (4–5) band at 661 nm by
Badr et al. [34], of the P(80) (21–1) at 564 nm and the
P(10) (14–1) at 585 nm by Reinhardt et al. [35] and of
the P(42) (1–14) at 735 nm and R(114) (2–11) at 735 nm
recently by Reinhardt et al. [36] were added to the data
set. As for the near infrared range, also new frequencies
of lines of high J ′′ of the (0–15) band determined recently
with a frequency comb in Amsterdam have been included.
If the new literature data contained a sufficient number of
hyperfine components, the hyperfine structure was fitted,
and then the contribution of the hyperfine interaction was
subtracted to yield the frequency of the rovibronic transi-
tion. In the other cases the hyperfine splitting was calcu-
lated taking the models from [12] and subtracted to yield
the hyperfine-structure-free frequencies. The uncertainty
introduced by this prediction of hyperfine splitting is less
than 60 kHz [12].
Together with the data base from [7], now more than
1900 frequencies or frequency differences were available,
of which about 290 are for the homonuclear isotopomer
129I2 and 90 are for the mixed species 127I129I, for which
a range of vibrational quantum numbers 9 ≤ v′ ≤ 21 is
covered in the upper state and 0 ≤ v′′ ≤ 5 for the lower
state.
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In our previous paper BOC parameters were only
taken into account for the excited B state. The BOC con-
tributions to the low levels of the ground state involved
here were expected to be small, because other states con-
tributing to BOC are energetically far off and the energy
interval of the observations in the X state is small.
In principle these arguments still apply to the present
data set, but with the highly accurate data it is worth-
while to check whether BOC for the ground state can be
determined now with some significance. Thus we ran a
number of different fits on the same data set. Again, as
in our previous paper [7], the minimum uncertainty of the
absolute data was set to 3 MHz, in order to avoid placing
too much weight on the most precise data. For the fre-
quency differences gathered in the present work we chose
an uncertainty of 2.1 MHz. A set of distinct fits was run:
1. with the same parameter set as before in [7]: a0 − a31
and BOC parameters α0 − α4 and v0 − v2 for the B
state, a0 to a13 and no BOC parameters for the X
state;
2. case (1) parameters plus the leading nonadiabatic
BOC parameter α0 for the ground state;
3. case (1) plus the leading adiabatic BOC parameter v0
for the ground state;
4. case (1) plus BOC parameters α0 and v0 for the ground
state;
5. case (1) plus BOC parameters α5 for the upper and v0
for the ground state;
6. case (1) plus two additional BOC parameters α5 and
v3 for the B state;
7. case (1) plus two additional high-order potential pa-
rameters a32 and a33 for the B state.
A fit to case (1) yields χ2 = 1128 as a reference. Allowing
for one or two additional BOC parameters, χ2 of the fits
was always reduced with respect to the first case. How-
ever, adding two potential parameters (case (7)), gave no
significant decrease of χ2. This is not surprising, because
the radial range is not increased with the new data of the
present work as compared to [7]. However, this also shows
that the improvement of χ2 is not a result of adding two
arbitrary parameters to the fit, and supports the impor-
tance of the resulting BOC functions from this evaluation.
The smallest χ2 was achieved with either the lowest or-
der nonadiabatic BOC parameter α0 for the ground state
(case (2)), with two BOC parameters of lowest order for
the ground state (case (4)), or with two additional BOC
parameters for the upper state (case (6)). These results
were practically of the same statistical significance, with
a reduction of χ2 by about 5% with respect to the first
case above, corresponding to a dimensionless root-mean-
square standard deviation σ =
√
χ2
N−M = 0.75. Here N is
the total number of data and M the number of free pa-
rameters in the fit.
Inspection of the covariance matrix for the case of BOC
parameters for the ground state reveals a correlation coef-
ficient of 0.55 for the correlation of α0 of the ground state
with α0 of the upper state. Also correlation coefficients
larger than 0.1 for correlation with the other nonadiabatic
Fig. 4. (Color online) Histogram of the relative residuals of
the fit. The curve represents a Gaussian distribution with a
width of 0.431(7) and position -0.029(7).
BOC parameters of the upper state appear, while other
correlations are less than 0.06. A similar correlation is ob-
served for v0 of the ground state for correlations with the
corresponding BOC parameters of the upper state. The
parameter v0 represents the shift of the corresponding po-
tential at Rm depending on the isotopomer. Hence one
can already expect that only the differences can be deter-
mined, but not the individual well depths. The correlation
between the BOC parameters of the upper and lower state
confirms, that a physical distinction between the values of
upper and lower state parameters is not reached yet, and
is consistent with the observation, that the fit results for
cases (2), (4), and (6) are essentially equivalent.
Consequently, we apparently cannot determine the sig-
nificance of the BOC parameters for the ground state be-
cause of the correlation between lower and upper state
BOC parameters. Thus we prefer to give as the final re-
sult the parameters from the fit of case (6), in which one
additional parameter each for nonadiabatic and adiabatic
BOC for the upper state was adjusted. The parameters
for the potentials, the nonadiabatic and adiabatic Born-
Oppenheimer corrections and all other parameters used
in the fit are given in Table 1. At the end of the table
the conventional parameters Re and Te for the resulting
potentials are given for convenience.
The distribution of the relative fit residuals, being the
residuum (obs - cal) divided by the experimental uncer-
tainty of the datum, is shown by the histogram in Figure 4.
A Gaussian function was fitted to the distribution and is
displayed as the black curve. Its full width at half maxi-
mum (FWHM) is close to 1, which means that 66% of the
residuals fall within an interval of ±0.5 around the center.
The center is slightly displaced by 0.029, corresponding to
about 82 kHz for the data with highest precision, which
means the minimum uncertainty of 3 MHz here. This shift
is small and can be neglected for prediction of line frequen-
cies from the parameters in Table 1. The new data on the
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Comparison of the present nonadiabatic
BOC function with that from [7]. The potential of the B state,
given as the dashed line, has a similar position of the minimum
as Vnad(R) for the maximum.
isotopomers 129I2 and 127I129I are of similar precision com-
pared to those of the main isotope and cover now a fairly
broad range of vibrational quantum numbers in the up-
per and in the lower state. As discussed above, it turns
out that two additional parameters for both the adiabatic
and the nonadiabatic BOC functions improve the fit. The
resulting BOC functions (nonadiabatic and adiabatic cor-
rections) are displayed in Figures 5 and 6. We give for
comparison also the functions reported in [7]. In the ear-
lier work the results of the adiabatic correction were based
only on 5 frequencies of the other isotopomers. The ver-
tical (blue) lines mark the range of turning points of the
vibrational motion of the nuclei, which is supported by the
data. Within this range the nonadiabatic BOC function in
Figure 5 has changed only slightly, its magnitude has de-
creased by about 0.3 × 10−4 compared to the old curve,
and also the shape is nearly the same. The adiabatic con-
tribution is close to the old function in the vicinity of the
equilibrium internuclear distance, but it has smaller ab-
solute values than the old one when going to the lower
or upper data range limit. We emphasize that the func-
tions are still effective functions, on the one hand, because
we were not able to separate the contributions of the up-
per and the lower state due to the correlations between
the BOC parameters and, on the other hand, because the
nonadiabatic contribution from the kinetic energy opera-
tor is still absorbed in them.
To the best of our knowledge no other investigations
of BOC function in iodine exist, and moreover, no theo-
retical estimations or ab initio calculations were found in
the literature. So with these results we cannot go further
by comparing them to theoretical results, or using theo-
retical results to obtain a distinction between upper state
and lower state contributions.
6 Conclusion
We present new measurements of very precise rovibronic
transition frequencies in the B-X system of the iso-
Fig. 6. (Color online) Comparison of the present adiabatic
BOC function with that from [7]. To compare it with the total
energy, the potential for the B state is given as dashed line.
topomers 129I2 and 127I129I of the iodine molecule. The
extended data set (now 380 lines, before 5) was used to
derive model potentials and Born-Oppenheimer correction
functions. The BOC functions are crucial for the accurate
modeling of the spectrum, but in spite of the high accu-
racy of the present data set, the BOC contributions of the
upper and the lower state cannot yet be separated due to
correlations. The effective BOC contributions seem to be
well determined. The difference energy Te of the potential
minima between B and X state, whose isotopic dependence
is determined by the adiabatic BOC contribution, varies
by Te(127I2) – Te(129I2) = 94(11) MHz, when comparing
the potentials of 127I2 with those of 129I2. This value was
stable in the various fits described above to within the
quoted 1σ standard deviation. Re is the same for 129I2
within the digits given in Table 1. Further interpretation
is not yet possible due to the lack of theoretical calcula-
tions or modeling.
The derived model parameters can be used to calcu-
late the rovibrational spectrum of all three isotopomers of
the iodine molecules with a precision of about 1.5 MHz
for a prediction to within a 1σ uncertainty margin for
the quantum number range of the observations. Perturba-
tions were not observed in the spectral range covered by
the data, thus we have good reason that the description
for the isotopomers 129I2 and 127I129I can be extrapolated
from the whole range of quantum numbers for the main
isotopomer.
Together with the recently published models of the hy-
perfine structure a model system is available now, which
allows to predict iodine lines including the hyperfine struc-
ture with essentially the uncertainty stated above.
In several regions of the total range, where the iodine
B-X spectrum can be observed, lines with less precise fre-
quencies only are available yet. Here the prediction un-
certainty is also reduced. For a more detailed picture of
the spectral ranges and the corresponding prediction ac-
curacy, the reader is referred to Figure 3 in our previous
paper [7].
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As a next step in this project, further precise measure-
ments of iodine lines in the near infrared spectral region
are planned, where the frequencies will be determined by
use of a frequency comb based on a femtosecond pulsed
laser.
This study is supported by the European Community, Inte-
grated Infrastructure Initiative action (RII3-CT-2003-506350)
and by the Netherlands Foundation for Fundamental Research
of Matter (FOM).
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